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AMSPDC Virtual Conference
Submit a Poster
TO SUBMIT: Email a pdf of your poster to info@amspdc.org.
Deadline: COB, Thursday, February 25th.
The AMSPDC and AAAP 2021 Annual Meeting Planning Committees are excited to invite you to
submit posters for a virtual poster session to coincide with the upcoming annual meeting. A major
theme of the annual meeting program will be our national opportunities for leadership in diversity,
equity, inclusion, anti-racism, bias and disparities.
In the weeks following the murder of George Floyd, as social unrest gripped our nation, AMSPDC
hosted a Conversation on Racial Injustice. This provided an opportunity for an open dialogue while
sharing and learning from one another. We were inspired by the thoughtful and innovative work
already underway in many departments and know this outstanding work continues. We are eager to
use the Annual Meeting as an opportunity to share our successes and lessons learned, establish best
practices, and foster a strong network of pediatrics faculty and staff engaged in this work.
We invite chairpersons, department administrators, and/or associate/vice chairs to submit posters
featuring unique and impactful work within these topics. Virtual posters will be available for viewing
throughout our annual meeting (March 4-7) with a virtual poster session kicking off our joint session
with the AAAP on March 6th from 9:30am - 10:30am EST. Any faculty within an AMSPDC Chair's
department can submit and present during the poster session as long as the Chair is registered for the
meeting.
From the poster submissions, the planning committees will select up to three posters to be presented
in more detail during our Saturday afternoon workshop in collaboration with the AAAP.

